Coalition operations have become the crucial enabler for success in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). Over the past decade, successful operations have been conducted by coalition Special Operations Forces (CSOF) in Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq, underlining the need to support, facilitate, and expedite future CSOF operations. Current and future coalitions face difficulties, as they encompass not only so-called “traditional allies,” but also non-traditional special operations forces (SOF) partners, which raises a number of sensitive concerns, including intelligence sharing, interoperability and maintaining coalitions while balancing national interests. Moreover, the deployment of coalition SOF represents the strategic interests of their respective nations.

To appreciate the spectrum of CSOF capabilities, this article will explore recent operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, offering recommendations on how to enhance interoperability and integration. These include “outreach” or Coalition advocacy programmes, aimed at likely SOF partners and initiatives to facilitate the interoperability of partners in a fully integrated joint CSOF command structure.

The Threat

While terrorism was viewed historically as a criminal threat, since the 9/11 attacks it has become the primary focus of the American national security efforts and those of its partners. Terrorists are viewed as a serious and persistent threat to all nations. American and CSOF are leading the way, using their unique skills, experience, language capabilities, and cultural awareness to develop personal links with local populations, thereby garnering critical intelligence, fostering all-important inter-personal relationships, and forging strategically important global coalition partnerships.

American and coalition SOF operate in many regions around the world, including the Philippines, the Pacific Rim countries, the South American Tri-Border region (Brazil, Paraguay and Argentina), the African Sahel region (Chad, Mali, Mauritania and Niger), and they work closely with local police, military, and security authorities to counter the persistent threat from terrorism. As Major General Gary L. Harrell, the Combined Special Operations Component Commander, United States (US) Central Command, has underlined, “CSOF are valuable contributions to GWOT, far in excess of their numbers.”

This American acknowledgment underlines the necessity to reinforce and expand such contributions, particularly as their SOF are reportedly “so overstretched,” due to their operational tempo. Today’s global terrorism challenge necessitates the mobilisation and maintenance of a collective will and determination, along with the requisite resources and elements of national power, to facilitate the efforts of coalition partners. The American strategic policy of pre-emption will result in certain US government initiatives taking place beyond what historically has been understood as designated combat zones, underlining the necessity for closer cooperation, as well as the development of synchronised plans that draw upon the strengths of the US and coalition partners.
To overcome contemporary terrorism, the US and its allies must create an environment that eschews terrorism, and develop an adaptive counter-terrorism strategy. This requires the support and full cooperation of the international community, as well as all US departments and agencies, to adhere to the four principles that underpin this strategy:

- Prevent the emergenee of new terrorist threats;
- Isolate terrorist threats that have emerged from their respective support bases;
- Defeat isolated terrorist threats; and
- Prevent the re-emergence of terrorist threats that have already been defeated.

### Strategic Requirement for Building CSOF Capacity

The momentum for embracing CSOF interoperability increased dramatically in the wake of attacks on 9/11. Since then, a spectrum of CSOF has been operating and fighting alongside US SOF on a scale never before conceived possible. Moreover, the deployment and integration of CSOF lends strategically important political and military legitimacy, as well as moral weight, to the war on terrorism. In both Afghanistan and Iraq, the US Army Special Forces became the core for the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces (CJSOTFs), the command and control umbrella for CSOF.

Politicians, military commanders and their planners understand that the ‘Long War’, as it is now known, will not be won unilaterally by the United States. To prevail, the US and allied coalition partners must adopt Liddell Hart’s “strategy of the indirect approach,” to organise and synchronise the efforts of a global coalition. This will necessitate the development of effective coalition military forces, and, in particular, the interoperability and integration of CSOF at all levels.

CSOF and building partner capacity became strategically salient in early February 2006, when the Joint Staff (J5 [Plans]) at the Pentagon laid out a new 20-year defence strategy for the Long War. This strategy outlined the deployment of US forces, often clandestinely, to fight terrorism and other non-traditional threats, a large boost in the number of SOF personnel, as well as acknowledging the requirement to operate around the globe. It was recognised that SOF would play a major role, and that "[US] SOF will have the capacity to operate in dozens of countries simultaneously," and would deploy for longer periods of time, with the aim of building relationships with foreign military and security forces. This strategy fully acknowledged that the US military could not unilaterally achieve victory, therefore reinforcing the strategic importance of allies and coalition partners.

### Building Coalition Interoperability

Twelve countries have contributed or are contributing CSOF to Operation “Iraqi Freedom” (OIF), and Operation “Enduring Freedom” (OEF) for missions such as Direct Action (DA), Special Reconnaissance (SR), Unconventional Warfare (UW), Civil Affairs (CA), and Psychological Operations (PsyOps). Depending upon the political or military situation, CSOF could expand or contract these missions as required.

To date, CSOF has integrated and functioned with relative ease in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other operational areas, as SOF from the Eastern European and Pacific regions employ the NATO standards for training and equipment. Notwithstanding, some areas still need attention to ensure closer coalition SOF cooperation, interoperability, and the integration of CSOF staff in joint and combined operations. It has been recognised consistently that the earlier CSOF integration takes place, the better. Admiral Eric Olson, Commander US Special Operations Command, arguing that “the level of coalition SOF integration, particularly early on, will determine ultimate success in joint and combined special operations. Organisational relationships and communications are always issues in such operations, but feedback from our SOF counterparts reflects fewer integration and interoperability problems at the tactical level than we experienced as recently as a couple of years ago.” Admiral Olson has noted, however, that the higher up the chain of command one goes, the more the challenges become conceptual. It is, therefore, important — indeed imperative — that US and CSOF staff
and their commanders meet to discuss a concept of operations prior to assigning and engaging CSOF at the lower level. A salient lesson acknowledged by all is that the "...campaign plans, mission focus and execution parameters must be consistent across the combined force.”

To assist nations confronting terrorism, Central Command (CENTCOM) has created a special operations and counter terrorist (CT) capability, so that regional partners can conduct successful CT operations within their respective borders. CENTCOM is pursuing bilateral SOF operations between regional nations to develop SOF skill sets, and to expand their respective experience in coalition operations. Several strategic, operational, and tactical initiatives have been launched to facilitate the inclusion of CSOF, to include: A CENTCOM Coalition Command Cell (CCC) staffed by senior national representatives and defense attaches; Pre-deployment and interoperability training; Communications security memoranda of agreement (COMSEC MOA); Acquisition and cross-servicing agreements ACSA); and, Combined training and exercises.

This CENTCOM initiative has done much to address the challenge of coalition interoperability. To illustrate, an overview of CSOF operations in Iraq and Afghanistan will underline the challenges and successes faced in both these theatres.

**CSOF Partners in Operation “Iraqi Freedom”**

Over 13,000 SOF personnel were deployed during Operation “Iraqi Freedom”, making it the largest SOF deployment since the Vietnam War. The contingent included Australian, British, Polish, and American SOF, who undertook a variety of land, air, and maritime operations throughout the Iraqi theatre. To effect those operations, the Combined Forces Special Operations Component Command (CFSOC) was created in early 2003, and it was charged with the command and control of US Army, USAF, and USN SOF assets, including the CSOF provided by the respective coalition nations.

To facilitate command and control during OIF, three task forces were created to conduct Special Operations (SO) missions within the Iraq theatre:

- Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force – North (CJSOTF-N);
- Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force – West (CJSOTF-W);

These task forces were directly supported by the Combined Joint Special Operations Aviation Component (CJSOAC), which had Australian and British aviation assets under its command and control. These assets flew at least 2181 missions, many of which were behind Iraqi lines.

The CJSOTF-W was built around the US Army’s 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), and was reinforced by coalition special forces from the Australian and British Special Air Service, including the 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (Commando). Its area of responsibility (AOR) was the western desert – the area from Baghdad to Kuwait. The primary mission of CJSOTF-W was to deny freedom of movement to the Iraqi ground forces, to plan and execute strategic reconnaissance (SR), to conduct unconventional warfare (UW), and, most importantly, to restrict Iraq’s ability to launch SCUD missiles at coalition and friendly forces. Australian, British, and US SOF, along with USAF Special Tactics Squadron personnel, were rapidly deployed throughout CJSOTF-W AOR. They commenced the forward reconnaissance of Iraqi defensive positions, monitored their ground movements, and conducted counter-theatre ballistic missile (CTBM) operations. Amongst their assigned tasks, the CSOF teams called in close air support to suppress and destroy Iraqi defensive positions, and provided “eyes on the sparrow” intelligence and reconnaissance to both USMC and US Army commanders throughout their rapid advanced advance to Baghdad.

The assimilation of SOF coalition partners was facilitated by clear command relationships, a common understanding of the importance of the principle of unity of command and effort, and solid grounding in the doctrine being employed and in staff procedures. During the opening phases of the attack on Iraq, Australian and British SOF were assigned appropriate missions, and they were under the tactical control of CJSOTF-W. These tasks also contributed to the counter-theatre ballistic missile operations focused in the western deserts of Iraq, and they were tactically and strategically sensitive.

**Coalition SOF Integration during OIF**

From the outset, it was vital to ensure that CSOF were thoroughly integrated into the campaign plan for Iraq. Commanders and their staffs ensured that the integration started at the most senior levels of leadership residing at the Theatre Special Operations Command (TSOC), and then cascaded down to the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force (CJSOTF), to the combined Army Special Operations Task Force (ARSOF), and to the respective tactical levels. The effectiveness of coalition integration in Iraq was demonstrated when an Australian SAS patrol reached a boundary of their assigned AOR. The patrol commander observed an Iraqi military convoy heading toward his position, and immediately sought a close air support mission from the Airborne Warning and Control Squadron (AWACS). The British AWACS crew subsequently directed a flight of fighters onto the Iraqi convoy, all this occurring within eight minutes of the air support request. It should be appreciated that such close air support procedures had been developed and fully rehearsed with American SF, coalition SOF, and with British and US aircraft during three well-planned exercises that were undertaken leading up to the invasion. This occurrence illustrates the critical importance of consistently exercising coalition operational and support procedures prior to any combined deployments.
US SOF and CSOF Staff Integration

During the initial stages of the operation in Iraq, the 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) made up much of the staff assigned to the CJSTTF-W. Embedded and integrated coalition staff, consisting of Australian and British officers, served in many of the directorates of CJSTTF-W. Notably, the CJSTTF J3 (Operations) and the deputy commanders, as well as the J3 Western Desert and Assistant J2 (Intelligence) were all coalition allies. The British J3 and his US staff were so well acquainted with the doctrine that integration “appeared to be seamless.” A ‘top-down’ staffing approach with coalition seniors further facilitated multinational interoperability, ensuring that CSOF was integrated into each phase of operations.

During the strategically important CTBM operations in Iraq, US Special Forces became a vital asset for the combined force air component commander (CFACC). During operations, coalition SOF units rapidly adapted to new technologies by effectively employing precision-targeted air delivered ordnance. However, this coalition capability and flexibility was predicated upon years of training using well-established NATO close air support procedures, which ensured interoperability with both American aircraft, and those of CSOF. These procedures were further exercised and honed by CSOF during follow-on air strikes against the Iraqi military targets.

While operating in Iraq’s western desert, CSOF were attacked on a number of occasions by Iraqi forces. Fortunately, these contacts were short-lived, as coalition SOF were rapidly supported by close air support, and, therefore, could engage or disengage as required. To ensure the effective coordination of air support tasks, a combined staff of American and British officers made up the ‘joint fires element’ of CJSTTF. For CSOF undertaking counter-theatre ballistic missile operations in Iraq’s western desert, the most harrowing time was during the days immediately following their insertion. Initially, American, Australian, and British forces had to deconflict their respective operations to conduct a passage of lines safely when CSOF planned (or suddenly found it necessary) to transit each other’s operating areas. This was complicated further by the necessity of conducting all tactical moves at night – the same period when Iraqi forces would conduct aggressive counter SOF operations – resulting in an increased possibility of friendly fire incident. To mitigate potential problems, a series of rehearsals was conducted, a common radio frequency was provided, and activities were tightly planned, coordinated, and controlled. It is notable that CJSTTF-W’s CSOF/US Special Forces detachments were successful, and they achieved their missions without loss of any CSOF personnel, while, concurrently, inflicting substantial material damage and casualties upon the Iraqi formations. The success of CSOF in Iraq was predicated upon tried and true interoperable procedures, an integration of CSOF staffs, close coordination and integration of coalition partners up and down the command and control chain, and through extensive combined training in joint operations.

CSOF Assistance to Task Force 145

The close liaison between the US Special Forces and the Jordanian Special Forces helped produce a major success in the 2006 pursuit of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the al Qaeda terrorist leader in Iraq. Media reports indicated that the Pentagon’s Task Force 145 received intelligence from a human source working under the direction of a Jordanian SF team operating inside Iraq. While acknowledging the importance of other intelligence collection methodology and techniques, it is often a single ‘informer’ who can provide the critical piece of timely information to take the operation to the next level – such as the capture of a high value target (HVT). In this case, the Iraqi informant identified Zarqawi’s spiritual leader, and American intelligence was then able to technically monitor activity through his mobile telephone communications. American intelligence subsequently located the spiritual leader at a safe house, where he was meeting with Zarqawi. The house was surrounded, and an air strike was called in on the premises. This successful mission, within which Jordanian Special Forces played a lead role, further illustrates the critical and growing importance of CSOF in the Long War.

CSOF Partners in Operation “Enduring Freedom”

In 2002, the first year of Operation “Enduring Freedom” in Afghanistan, SOF units operated hundreds of miles from their parent Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force – Afghanistan (CJSOTF-A). To address this situation, the CJSOTF-A commander established a Special Forces liaison element, better known as a coalition coordination
The coordination cell provided an American C2 (command and control) umbrella, as well as the vital communications and intelligence links to coalition SOF headquarters. The coordination cell also facilitated access to and dissemination of American intelligence in response to coalition requests for information (RFIs), video feeds, surveillance and reconnaissance reports, radio frequencies, and cryptography. The coordination cell ensured deconfliction and facilitated the incorporation of coalition SOF throughout the Afghan battle space when they conducted special reconnaissance and direct action missions against al Qaeda and Taliban elements.

In December 2001, CSOF, drawn from seven nations, were deployed to Afghanistan to conduct operations under the auspices of OIF. During the following year, these coalition partners conducted over 200 direct action, special reconnaissance, and sensitive site exploitation missions. This tempo could only have been accomplished due to a high degree of coordination and interoperability. The CJSTOTF-A represented interoperability at the operational level, having CSOF representation from contributing nations, although interoperability more often than not was truly manifested at the tactical level of an American SF battalion. When the 2nd Battalion, 3rd SF Group was assigned to and embedded at Forward Operating Base 32 (FOB 32) at Kandahar Airfield, it was located with five CSOF task groups embedded in the coalition coordination cell. Taking advantage of CSOF expertise in static and mobile special reconnaissance, FOB 32 commenced the operational preparations for their respective SF detachments. FOB 32 also planned and undertook combat missions with coalition SOF in the Afghan provinces of Uruzgan, Helmund, and Paktika. These initial reconnaissance missions were instrumentally successful during subsequent operations against leadership cells belonging to al Qaeda and the Taliban. Moreover, SF detachments conducted many of their missions based upon the intelligence and information provided by CSOF - a true indication of trust in their CSOF partners.

During initial operations, it was recognised quickly that certain CSOF partners were particularly skilled in mobile reconnaissance missions, enabling the identification, seizure, and destruction of enemy arms caches. Predicated upon sound and timely intelligence, and exercising close coordination, CSOF members conducted their own successful direct action missions, locating and capturing a number of members of the Taliban leadership cadre.

Lessons Learned and Recommendations

The experiences and lessons learned from Iraq and Afghanistan underscore the critical importance of deliberate planning for coalition SOF operations. Fortuitously, the planning and decision-making processes employed by CSOF mirrored American doctrine. The "commonality" of doctrine and formats for developing concepts of operation, staff work, and briefbacks facilitated interoperability, and has furthermore cemented the professional trust between the US and the various CSOF units engaged in operations. Moreover, under the American C2 umbrella, coalition SOF proved their ability to undertake special operations successfully at both the tactical and operational levels. Strategically, CSOF contributes directly to the legitimacy and credibility of US and coalition political and military objectives, and to subsequent initiatives in the struggle against terrorism.

In the "Long War", CSOF operations will remain a vital component of the coalition effort. Hence, it is incumbent upon military professionals to assimilate the experiences and lessons learned in Afghanistan and Iraq, and to build upon them in order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of integrated CSOF operations. A key lesson from operations in Afghanistan and Iraq is the early integration of qualified CSOF personnel into senior positions in CJSTOTF. This ensures a unity of effort, and it maximises the skills and potential of coalition partners. Multi-national SOF exercises, at both the tactical and operational levels, could improve interoperability and build upon the hard- won lessons of Afghanistan and Iraq. The following recommendations would, if incorporated, expand and enhance future CSOF interoperability, and assist in coalition efforts in the "Long War".

Create Coalition SOF Mobile Training Teams (CSOFM TT). Operators from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Poland, and others under NATO(+) could develop NATO standard SOF tactics, technologies, and procedures (TTPs) to enhance individual military skills, develop counter insurgency and counter terrorist expertise, and pass on proven techniques. The creation of the International Special Forces Training Course (ISFTC) at Fort Bragg is an important and substantial step towards CSOF interoperability.

Create a NATO SOF School. The International Special Tasks Training Centre at Pfuhlendorf, Germany provides specialised training to both US Forces personnel and personnel from other NATO countries. Courses are offered in the areas of patrolling, survival, reconnaissance, medical and plans. Although it is neither a NATO School or under NATO command, the school is advised by the NATO Training Group in order to maintain the doctrinal azimuth of NATO SOF operations. Informally ISTC also works closely together with NATO Special Operations Coordination Center (NSCC).

Identify coalition SOF expertise and leverage that expertise. Many nations have developed unique or niche capabilities, such as the Norwegians have done for snow or high altitude conditions. Coalition SOF must have an awareness of and appreciation of respective skills and capabilities, and leverage these to the benefit of the CSOF community.

Create an SOF "Olympics." CSOF would be tested by undertaking several operational scenarios, such as a direct action operation, a hostage rescue, a strategic reconnaissance mission, and a long-range patrol to assess professionalism, flexibility, and equipment of those partaking, and for ascertaining the interoperability of these CSOF partners. This would provide a venue to learn from the respective experience of the participants, so as to share successful TTPs in preparation for future deployment initiatives.

Create a SOF Staff College. The College could look at special and asymmetric operations that have occurred throughout history, including the profiles and experiences of various Special Forces to garner insights as to their respective history, skills, and methodologies. The SOF staff college would teach new planning methodologies, emphasise the responsibilities of commanders and staff in planning sensitive, as well as normative, SOF operations. The curriculum could examine the issues and experiences of CSOF partners, and the development of their respective SOF. Courses would be taught to enable SOF operators to understand various cultural mores, behaviours, and traditions, as well as to emphasise that this cultural understanding is as important as the weapons they carry. The SOF Staff College could also conduct a series of NATO standard exercises focusing upon the spectrum of SOF missions. This would assist in talent spotting, and in the training and development of operational skills of SOF/CSOF personnel, as well as staff planners, trainers/instructors, and commanders. This initiative could be extended to incorporate the creation of an SOF planning specialty, similar to the School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS), conducted at the US Command and Staff College in Leavensworth, as well as selecting officers to become special operations and irregular warfare strategists. This initiative could readily be put under the umbrella of the Joint Special Operations University (JSOU), based at Hurlburt Field, Florida.

Increase coalition SOF attachments and secondments to various SOF/CSOF schools. The exchange of officers, instructors, and students would secure the human dimension of CSOF, and put a real coalition face upon, in particular, American SOF schools and training programmes. This would ensure an increase in interoperability through an awareness of the various coalition cultures, staff and operating methodologies, while concomitantly developing personal contacts.
Solicit CSOF participation in US and coalition SOF exercises and, at the same time, garner coalition input and ideas. CSOF observers/participants may have unique cultural, operational, or methodological insights that would be advantageous to the SOF/CSOF community. The request or invitation to participate would, in itself, acknowledge coalition value and importance.

Assist coalition initiatives in the ‘Long War’, particularly in regions where post-colonial nations are experiencing confrontations with terrorism and insurgency. And also where British or American presence could be problematic, coalition partners may wish to provide military assistance through a future NATO (+) programme. This multinational operational detachment A team (ODA, which is a US Army Special Forces A Team) could consist of coalition SOF members from Australia, Canada, Germany, New Zealand, Poland, and so on. This would be an expansion of the WW2-era Jedburgh teams, or “Jeds” for short. These were small units comprised of three officers or NCOs - one British (Commonwealth), one French and one American - that were parachuted into France to provide intelligence, and to assist the French underground in aligning their activities to support Allied operations, conducted both prior to and after the Normandy invasion. Such multinational ODAs could conduct foreign training and undertake advisory missions, essentially performing Special Operations (SASO). Today, this initiative would embrace coalition SOF, taking it to a higher level through team integration – a real “Rainbow 6”!

Support ongoing international SOF symposia and academic institutions that study irregular warfare and special operations. These venues could be employed to enhance coalition SOF exchanges, to tap respective SOF academics, and to build networks internationally within the SOF academic field. This has been demonstrated at the numerous international SOF symposia held at the Royal Military College of Canada, which has hosted four such events to date.

Select, train, and return intelligence support personnel. In recent operations, a major and persistent issue was the difficulty of intelligence sharing amongst coalition allies. Considering the criticality of intelligence in driving SOF initiatives, the integral SOF intelligence organisations, particularly those of the traditional or special alliance comprising Canada, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, must address how to manage SOF intelligence requirements appropriately in a coalition. While it can be appreciated that intelligence sources and sensitive technology may have to be protected, assigning coalition allies high-risk conventional or SOF missions without providing critical all-source intelligence, along with the assigned target package, is arguably immoral, and particularly disenfranchising. It is vital to ensure that SOF select and retain intelligence support personnel who are capable of operating effectively on a joint and coalition staff, as well as working with ambiguity, prickly intelligence issues, allied/foreign SOF operators, and allied agendas.

Conclusion

The ‘Long War’ will require great patience and a comprehensive approach to defeating the terrorism threat. More importantly, it must be recognised that this is not purely an American problem, but an international problem in which military forces alone cannot win. The war demands the concerted, multi-disciplinary effort of global partners, and CSOF will be instrumental in conducting long-term, effective operations aimed at generating enduring effects to defeat the terrorists and their support networks. To ensure strategic success in the ‘Long War’, coalition members must maintain a unity of effort. All avenues that help to seed, nurture, and renew mutual trust and coalition interoperability will do much to ensure victory on this new ‘battlefield’.

To facilitate the successful interoperability of SOF, there must be a coalition SOF standard. This will not be easy, since there is no simple “silver bullet” solution to ensure interoperability. Hence, the coalition special operations community must come together and provide the guidance, doctrine, training, and education to achieve seamless interoperability, thus ensuring that coalition Special Operations Forces remain the ‘tip of the spear’.
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